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ABSTRACT
Smart card programs are subject to physical attacks that
disturb the execution of the embedded code. These attacks
enable attackers to steal valuable information or to force a
malicious behavior upon the attacked code. This paper pro-
poses a methodology to check interval security properties on
smart card source codes. The goal is to identify critical at-
tacks that violate these security properties. The verification
takes place at source-level and considers all possible attacks
thanks to a proposed source-level model of physical attacks.
The paper defines an equivalence relation between attacks
and shows that a code can be divided into areas where at-
tacks are equivalent. Thus, verifying an interval security
property considering all the possible attacks requires to ver-
ify as many codes as the number of equivalence classes. This
paper provides a reduction algorithm to define the classes i.e.
the minimal number of attacked codes that covers all possi-
ble attacks. The paper also proposes a solution to make the
property verification possible for large codes or codes having
unknown source parts.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
I.6.4 [Computing Methodologies]: Simulation and Mod-
eling—model validation and analysis; B.8.1 [Hardware]:
Performance and Reliability—reliability, testing, and fault-
tolerance
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Figure 1: Terminal and smart card components
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1. INTRODUCTION
This paper addresses the security of embedded software

on smart cards. Embedded applications are protected by
the difficulty for attackers to access the program and the
data that are manipulated. Chips on smart cards are small
processors with strong hardware protection capabilities such
as cryptographic hardware routines or unalterable register
memories that guarantee a high and reliable level of security.
Nevertheless, attackers are still able to perform physical at-
tacks against the card. This is a well known issue [2] and is
one of the hypothesis of this paper.

A payment transaction is an example of software executed
on a smart card. The smart card will interact with a pay-
ment terminal in order to authenticate the user and perform
a bank transfer. Embedded software can also deal with au-
thentication, health care or mobile applications that will be
executed when the card is powered until it is disconnected.
Such an execution that requires high and reliable level of
security will be called a transaction.

Figure 1 shows a smart card with its components and its
communication with a terminal. Data sent by the terminal
will go through the input/output pad (IO) and will be pro-



cessed in the logical glue, for example it will be stored in a
buffer. Code in ROM memory can then instruct the CPU
to read this data from the buffer. The data will then tran-
sit through the bus to be loaded in a RAM register. Data
from eprom memory can be similarly loaded in a RAM reg-
ister. A function can then compare these two registers to
check if their values are equal and therefore that the data
from the terminal is the same as the one embedded in the
smart card. This is an oversimplified use case for the sake
of comprehension, adding security greatly complicates the
process.

When performing physical attacks, for example with a
laser pulse, an attacker may succeed in disturbing the behav-
ior or the data of executed programs. Even if the attacker
does not have the source code of the program, he may have
an idea of the operations performed during the transaction.
For example, a cryptographic computation could be detected
by measuring the smart card’s power consumption. Even if
the attacker has no information on what he succeeded in in-
ducing during a transaction, physical attacks can be blindly
launched and their consequences, if any, logged.

Most of the time, the performed attack does not produce
any interesting result for the attacker. The card may turn
into an unstable state that will be detected by the defensive
countermeasures of the card. In this case, the card should
prevent any further transaction. But in some cases, the card
will continue to work even after the attack. The attacker has
then the opportunity to perform the same attack on the next
transaction with some small changes or improvements and
observe the impact on a measured output. Measured out-
puts are for example power consumption or data exchanges
with the terminal. An attack could benefit the attacker if
he obtains some data he is not supposed to extract from the
card, or if it modifies some data that should not be.

In order to defend against such physical attacks, smart
card manufacturers implement software protections to pro-
tect the secrets buried in the card. The simplest example is
an access control with a pin code that must remain confiden-
tial in the card. Even if the code manipulates the pin code
using variables, it should not be sent to the terminal, even if
an attacker disturbs the program. For example, a physical
attack could succeed in copying the pin code into another
variable that is used for data transfer with the terminal.

There are several difficulties to protect the card from such
issues. First, the software mechanisms that check the cor-
rect behavior of the program could be bugged. Under some
circumstances that never happened during the tests cam-
paigns, a new information flow could be created disclosing
sensitive data. Second, it is impossible to predict all the
possible physical attacks and their consequences due to the
large number of possible attacks. Thus, software develop-
ers have no idea if the implemented protections will resist
to any code disruption. One of the goals of this paper is to
solve the impossibility of taking into account all the possible
attacks and their consequences.

This paper presents a methodology to check simple secu-
rity properties on the source code of a transaction. The goal
of this methodology is to identify critical attacks that vi-
olate these security properties. A software developer could
then add software countermeasures for the identified attacks
and rerun the identification process until the properties are
guaranteed. The verification takes place at C level and con-
siders all possible attacks using a physical attack model.

This model includes different types of attack, their duration
characteristics and C codes that simulates them. Verifica-
tion of the security properties is processed first on the initial
code and then on the codes where all the possible attacks
are injected.

The paper defines an equivalence relation between attacks
and shows that the code can be divided into areas where at-
tacks are equivalent. Thus, taking into account all the pos-
sible attacks to verify a given security property requires the
verification of as many codes as the number of equivalence
classes. For codes with sequential control flow, the number
of classes is the minimal number of codes to be verified to
ensure a property and to cover all possible attacks. But for
other codes, we show that this number can be reduced by
using a notion of attack coverage defined in the paper. The
paper gives the way to build and the number of codes to
be verified to ensure a property while covering all possible
attacks.

Moreover, the verification may fail due to lack of informa-
tion, the paper proposes a solution to bypass this limitation
by performing a preliminary dynamic analysis step to re-
trieve the information needed for the verification to succeed.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives an
overview of past works on physical attacks against smart
cards; Section 3 presents physical attacks and proposes a cor-
responding C model; Section 4 recalls the principles of ver-
ification using a static verifier and introduces the designed
approach for checking partial smart card codes; Section 5
shows how to build and reduce the number of attacked codes
that have to be checked by the verifier.

2. STATE OF THE ART
This section deals with works that are dedicated to phys-

ical attacks targeting smart cards. The studied attacks are
described and each approach is commented. It tackles the
goals of attackers and the security properties that are in-
volved. At the end of the section, the difficulties of code
verification are briefly presented.

2.1 Attacks against smart cards
In [12], the authors give a hierarchical classification of at-

tackers and their methodologies. Social attacks, that are out
of scope of this paper, are distinguished from physical and
logical attacks. A physical attack can be an active one when
physically targeting the chip. A passive attack analyzes the
electrical power of the components. This is one of the first
works that present attacks and discusses the risk level and
costs of such attacks.

Two categories of attacks are proposed in a survey that
focuses on attacks against cryptographic algorithms [3]. An
attack can be either transient or permanent. A transient at-
tack occurs only once during the transaction while a perma-
nent one affects the program during the whole transaction.
An example shows how to exploit an attack that injects a
fault in rsa and des algorithms. The consequences of such
an attack is characterized describing how the eprom and
bus are affected.

In [14], the author presents a methodology to simulate
physical attacks. An automation tool is proposed to sim-
ulate several attacks. First, nop opcodes can be injected
simulating a laser pulse that overwrites an assembly opera-
tion. Second, the memory data can be replaced by special
values (0x00 or 0xFF) that simulate a physical attack on the



eprom. Third, an assembly operation can be replaced, for
example an inc can be turned into a dec, a store into a
load. The main difference with the attack model that will
be proposed in this paper is that [14] considers that faults
occur randomly. It is more a safety point of view that fo-
cuses on stability of the program execution rather than on
security.

2.2 Attacker’s goals
Classical attacks considered in the literature try to bypass

implemented security measures in order to get illegal access
to sensitive data buried in the chip. In [10] several means
of attack are presented. They range from the use of elec-
tric current to disrupt the memory of the chip to the use of
laser cutters to manipulate the electric circuits. Hardware
countermeasures to defend against these attacks are also pre-
sented and authors show that from a hardware point of view
most of the attack methods are known and that counter-
measures might be bypassed as described in [2]. This raises
another issue as to how to best secure the program embed-
ded in the chip from a software point of view. From a higher
standing point, [1] describes the sensitive assets in a card,
its life cycle, and presents the various security requirements
that have to be met in order to pass the Common Criteria
certification. The goal of an attacker will be to reverse engi-
neer the program embedded in the chip, using side channel
for example, in order to understand its critical computation
and to eventually physically attack the chip to gain access
to sensitive information. Logical attack patterns, as shown
in [13], are taken into account when specifying the software
to weight their cost and feasibility and then design the pro-
gram accordingly. These patterns and the difficulty to assess
them under the influence of physical attacks is an important
issue when securing embedded software.

Classically, a security measure might protect a sensitive
asset like the pin code of a card. Such a sensitive data should
remain confidential and be protected against modification
attempts. A physical attack using laser beams disrupting
the physical components of the card may try to bypass the
assembly code that checks the pin code entered by the user.
This is also true for cryptographic algorithms: the first aca-
demic fault attack against a public rsa signature has been
described in [6]. By using transient fault attacks to pro-
voke faulty computations in the algorithm it is possible to
recover the private key of the party trying to authenticate
itself without triggering any countermeasures. Using a sta-
tistical approach to improve this theory, the authors of [5]
have shown that such attacks are possible and can be used
to break the DES algorithm.

Attackers also try to combine their attacks with side chan-
nel observations. Electrical patterns of known algorithms
can be recognized when observing the electrical consump-
tions of the card. For example, a cryptographic function
may be identified when a certain electrical variation is seen.
In [9], the authors describe how side channel observations
can be used to disclose some sensitive information from the
card and propose some countermeasures against these pos-
sible attacks.

Fortunately these attacks are most of the time useless, due
to the instability of the smart card system once it has been
tampered with. For example, a physical perturbation may
cause the program to jump to an unknown address or a C
pointer to point to a non functional memory information.

In many situations the system does not go back to a plau-
sible state and thus is useless for the attacker. Moreover,
it is difficult to reproduce an attack. The card may adopt
a different behavior for each execution, for example by in-
troducing random temporal delays. So, the attacker may
get an interesting result during one try and not be able to
reproduce it later.

Attackers have the following global goals when performing
physical attacks against smart cards: 1) break the confiden-
tiality of some data; 2) break the integrity of some data; 3)
obtain a non authorized behavior of the program. These are
standard security properties that have been widely studied
for operating systems or databases for example. For smart
cards, there is no formal model of security to express the
data and program behaviors to be protected at source level.
This is one of the contribution of this paper: an attack model
is given and a basic security property (interval confinement
of a variable) are studied in depth, analyzing the interactions
between the modeled attacks and the security property.

2.3 Verification
Due to memory size constraints, C language is very com-

monly used in smart cards’ operating system and embedded
applications. It offers a higher abstraction level than assem-
bly without the heaviness of high level languages such as
Java which needs a virtual machine in order to work. Nev-
ertheless, the C language suffers from several drawbacks:
1) it is not strongly typed, 2) the memory can be freely
accessed, 3) it does not provide an object oriented program-
ming language. These characteristics prevent verification
techniques from deeply analyzing C programs. Moreover,
the card registers are accessed using dedicated assembly in-
structions that are not recognized by static C verifiers which
are usually limited to the ANSI C standard. Nevertheless,
they can provide advanced features like a memory model
that can describe the behavior of pointers during the anal-
ysis [7].

3. PHYSICAL ATTACK MODEL
This section describes an attack model at C level which is

easier to understand. Moreover, there is no attack model at
assembly level in the literature. Most of the time research
papers only show the effects of a precise attack on assem-
bly instructions [14]. The goal of the proposed model is to
specify types of attack using general rules on C instructions.

Several abstraction levels can be considered to character-
ize attacks on the card:

1. Assembly level: concretely it is at this level that at-
tackers tamper with registers and memory cells.

2. C level: at this level attacks are easier to specify and
security countermeasures are also implemented in C.
However attacks conceptualized at this level are the
result of physical attacks on assembly code.

3. Hardware level: specific or specialized components of
the chip can be physically tampered with.

Any performed attack is a physical perturbation of a chip’s
component. In this paper, how to perform attacks and re-
sulting physical perturbations are not described: the paper
focuses on the consequences of attacks. In this section, we



Figure 2: Abstraction levels for hardware attacks

show how the observed consequences of some attacks at as-
sembly level can be simulated at C level in order to obtain
a convenient way of studying these attacks (exhaustive pro-
jection of all possible assembly attack into the equivalent C
code level is out of scope of this paper). Figure 2 sums up
the relationships between the abstraction levels. The source
code is compiled in assembly and deployed on the smart
card. The card is able to execute this assembly code. In the
event of a physical attack, the hardware components of the
chip are disturbed and the consequences can be represented
on the assembly code and then simulated at C level.

3.1 Assembly attack to C attack
A physical perturbation of the hardware can lead to a

modification of assembly registers. In practice, the attacker
wants to set interesting values from which he can take ad-
vantage. This value can be: fixed, the attacker succeeds in
choosing the value that should be read by the processor; ran-
dom, the attacker succeeds in setting a random value that
is read by the processor.

The modification of a register can change the effect of a
sequence of assembly instructions that accesses a memory
variable in eprom: this kind of attack is called a “memory
attack”. If the perturbation modifies the type of an assembly
instruction (for example deletes a jump), the attack is called
a “code attack”. The next two sections give some examples
of translations of memory and code attacks from assembly
level to C level.

3.1.1 Memory attack
A memory attack example could consist in attacking the

following assembly/C code:

CALL check pin
MOV R0,#pin
MOV A,R7
MOV @R0,A
MOV R7,#pin
RET

pin = check pin(1234,0000);
return pin;

If the second mov is attacked, the executed assembly code
and the corresponding equivalent C code become:

CALL check pin
MOV R0,#pin
MOV A,#0F0H
MOV @R0,A
MOV R7,#pin
RET

pin = check pin(1234,0000);
pin = 0x0F0;
return pin;

3.1.2 Ignore code attack
Another example could consist in attacking the code of

Section 3.1.1 by replacing the first instruction by a nop to

bypass the check pin operation. The obtained code and the
corresponding C code is given below:

NOP
MOV R0,#pin
MOV A,R7
MOV @R0,A
MOV R7,#pin
RET

return pin;

The effect of an ignore code attack depends on the se-
quence of instructions produced by the compiler, so it de-
pends on the optimization level that is set. Furthermore the
binary code that is interpreted by the hardware can also vary
between chip manufacturers. For example, jump instruction
code can be mapped to 22 or 23. Consequently the effect
of an attack depends on the value mapping of opcodes. So,
the effects of physical attacks on each architecture have to
be studied independently.

3.1.3 Operation injection attack
At C level, instructions are separated by semi colons and

interpreted sequentially. At assembly level it is different
because during execution the binary code is read byte after
byte even if the command part of an instruction, the opcode,
or the arguments of an instruction has been modified by an
attack.

MOV 22,R0

Listing 1: Bytewise interpretation

In Listing 1 the mov opcode will be read and interpreted
then the two following bytes are read, they correspond to
the first argument (22) and the second one (R0). Dangerous
attacks are attacks that have a high probability of keeping
the flow of the program in a stable state but with a ”silent”
fault. For example, the code of Listing 1 can be attacked
by an ignore code attack making the processor interpret the
resulting two instructions as a jump to the R0 address while
resuming the flow of the program without memory address
shifts:

MOV 22,R0 → NOP 22,R0 → JMP R0

In order to take into account all the possible attacks at as-
sembly level, around 40 component-dependent opcodes have
to be studied (average number of opcodes for two 8051 devel-
opment platforms). This work is out of scope of this paper.
Nevertheless, a lot of these attacks have a similar conse-
quence to the memory attack presented in Section 3.1.1, or
the ignore attack presented in Section 3.1.2 or the jump at-
tack presented in this section. All these types of attack will
be conceptualized at C level in Section 3.3.

3.2 Attack duration
An attack also has temporal effects during the execution

of the code. An attack falls into one of the three following
duration categories explained in this section: 1) transient:
the attack occurs once during a transaction; 2) transient
repetitive: the attack occurs several times in the same way
and on the same spot; 3) permanent: the consequence of the
attack is everlasting.

A transient attack occurs at a precise place on the code
and only once during the execution. It is performed using
a single short laser pulse. It means that the consequence is
limited in time if we consider the C code. For example in a



int attack trigger = false; /∗ is the attack on? ∗/
int time is reached = false; /∗ synchronization condition ∗/
int time is over = false; /∗ stop condition ∗/
int main() {

...
if (attack trigger && time is reached && !time is over)
{

/∗ perform the attack ∗/
attack = !attack;

}}

Listing 2: C model for transient attacks

loop, a variable can be disrupted during one iteration and
not during the others. Another example can be the intro-
duction of a jump to a function due to a glitch attack that
occurs only once during the execution. This is the most dif-
ficult attack to model, as the corresponding C modification
must not be permanent in the code. This can be repre-
sented with a boolean variable attack trigger that is flipped
when the attack has been performed and a boolean variable
time is reached that models the synchronization condition
that triggers the attack, as shown in Listing 2. For the end of
the attack, the same model is applied using the time is over
boolean.

A transient repetitive attack is a transient attack that is
repeated several times during the execution of the transac-
tion but localized at the exact same place in the code. It
means that the synchronization condition triggering the at-
tack is the same for each laser pulse that is sent (represented
by the boolean attack trigger in Listing 2). For example, a
C variable can be disrupted for several iterations of a loop.

Finally, a permanent attack is a transient repetitive at-
tack that occurs during the whole time of the transaction.
It means that the simulation of the attack introduces a per-
manent C instruction in the code. For example, a permanent
pulse of laser on an eprom register will fix the value of one or
more C variables to an arbitrary value. Several variables can
be impacted because they will be loaded in the same register
that is under attack by a permanent pulse. This is repre-
sented by time is reached = true and attack trigger=true.

3.3 C model of attacks
This section gives the model of simulation that is used

to inject attacks as C instructions. The different assembly
attacks are represented using two classes: a modification of
a variable and a jump in the code. In the next sections,
the simulated attacks are illustrated considering the code of
Listing 3.

3.3.1 Variable modification
When a physical attack disturbs the value of a register, for

example into the eprom, any variable of the program whose
value is loaded from the corresponding eprom location is
affected. The C model that is proposed introduces a new C
instruction that assigns an arbitrary value to this variable
as shown in Listing 4 between lines 3 and 4. This type
of attack is the easiest to study. This paper will focus on
this kind of attacks and the proposed methodology described
in Section 4 aims at guaranteeing a security property for
a code attacked by such a value modification attack. The
described attack in the next section completes the C model
of attack. Our intention is to give in Section 3 an as complete
as possible C model of simulation of possible attacks.

1int func() {
2...
3target val = 0x00;
4...
5...
6if (!security(target val))
7secret = authorize();
8return secret;
9}

Listing 3: Example

1int func() {
2...
3target val = 0x00;
4target val = 0xF0;
5...
6if (!security(target val))
7secret = authorize();
8return secret;
9}

Listing 4: Modification

1int func() {
2...
3target val = 0x00;
4...
5... goto label;
6if (!security(target val))
7secret = authorize();
8label:
8return secret;
9}

Listing 5: Jump attack

1int func() {
2...
3target val = 0x00;
4...
5...
6if (!security(target val))
7secret = authorize();
8
8return secret;
9}

Listing 6: Ignore attack

3.3.2 Jump attack
As presented before in Section 3.1.2, disturbing an instruc-

tion can lead to modify the nature of the assembly instruc-
tion. Even if controlling such an attack is really difficult, an
attacker may succeed in introducing a jump. This assembly
instruction is simulated by a goto C instruction, as shown in
Listing 5 where the attack is inserted between lines 4 and 5.

The modification of an assembly instruction could also
lead to a nop operation, which may result in ignoring a
condition. The example of Listing 6 shows a line that has
been deleted. This deletion could be simulated by using a
goto to line 7. So, ignoring a C line is included in the goto
model of attacks.

3.4 Attack injection examples
Let us consider an example of C code, shown in Listing 7.

It represents a banking software that performs some opera-
tion and computes a result. The main code is not given here
to simplify the reading: it is a 8051 C code that calls the
method banking() during the transaction.

In such a code, the attacker could first focus on the au-
thentication mechanism, in line 20. When the wrong pin
code is entered, the transaction is aborted. The attacker
could try to disturb the if condition to obtain the execu-
tion of the function work() for any entered pin code. In the
proposed model, a goto instruction would be injected before
line 21 and a label would be added before line 22.

Second, the attacker could focus on the function work that
computes a value (for example a money amount) before re-
turning this value. The attacker could try to disturb one
of the components of the addition of line 12. In this case,
the attacker can disturb the x local variable or one of the
global variables number1 or number2 to obtain the wanted
result. For example, the attack x=255; can be injected be-
fore line 12. To obtain the result, several attacks are possi-
ble. Even worse, if the function work() has a large number of
instructions, it gives more time for the attacker to perform
the attack.

This example shows that a formalization of the data that



1#include <stdio.h>
2typedef unsigned int word;
3word number1; /∗ 2 global variables initialized elsewhere ∗/
4word number2;
5extern word scanp(); /∗ PIN code input prompt ∗/
6
7word work() { /∗ Work when authenticated ∗/
8word result;
9word x = 0;
10if (number1 > 10)
11x++;
12result = number1 + number2 + x;
13return result;
14}
15
16void banking() { /∗ Main code for the banking software ∗/
17word res;
18word pin input;
19
20pin input = scanp();
21if (pin input == 1234) {
22res = work();
23}
24}

Listing 7: Example of C code for a banking software

should be protected is needed. This is what is achieved in
Section 4 where the interval security property of a sensi-
tive variable is presented before moving to the description
of the verification process. This section aims at expressing
the wanted security and at showing how to verify it, with or
without attack injection using the C attack model.

The model of attack is a simulation of what happens at
assembly level. This model requires to choose places where
attacks have to be injected. The number of locations for
possible variable modifications or jump attacks is very large.
This issue is addressed in Section 5 where we prove that we
are able to enumerate the minimal number of attack places
to be considered and that others are equivalent to the enu-
merated ones.

4. SECURITY VERIFICATION
This section presents the kind of properties the paper fo-

cuses on, and how the verification of such properties is per-
formed by a verification tool. Finally, the limitation and
issues relative to the verification steps are described before
giving a solution to be able to succeed in the verification.

4.1 Interval variable verification
The considered property is the interval consistency of a

sensitive variable. If x is identified as a sensitive variable,
the developer may express that x should be, at a point of
a transaction, in a defined interval [xmin, xmax]. Of course,
the goal of this work is not only to check with a verification
tool if this property is true, but also to guarantee that the
property stays true for any injected attack. If the property
is not verified, the smart card developer might be able to
implement countermeasures and check the new code again.

Definition 1. Interval(x, i, xmin, xmax) is defined as the
property that says if x is in the interval [xmin, xmax] at line
i of the program.

This property is useful to check if a piece of code is consis-
tent with a variable, when manipulating this variable. For
the case of the pin code, the developer may want to check

1#include <stdio.h>
2typedef unsigned int word;
3word number1; /∗ 2 global variables initialized elsewhere ∗/
4word number2;
5extern word scanp(); /∗ PIN code input prompt ∗/
6
7word work() { /∗ Work when authenticated ∗/
8word result;
9word x = 0;
10if (number1 > 10)
11x++;
12/∗ Check property 2 ∗/
13/∗@ assert 0 <= x <= 1; ∗/
14result = number1 + number2 + x;
15return result;
16}
17
18void banking() { /∗ Main code for the banking software ∗/
19word res;
20word pin input;
21
22pin input = scanp();
23/∗ Check property 1 ∗/
24/∗@ assert 0 <= pin input <= 9999; ∗/
25if (pin input == 1234) {
26res = work();
27}
28/∗ Check property 3 ∗/
29/∗@ assert 0 <= res <= 100; ∗/
30}

Listing 8: Banking C code with ACSL annotations

Interval(pin code, 40, 0000, 9999) if some treatments on the
pin code occurs after line 40.

4.2 Verification of interval properties
When an attack is performed at line i of a program the

new source code is built including the simulated attack using
the process described in Section 3.4. Then, in both cases,
for the original code and the attacked code, the property is
verified using a semantic abstract interpreter. In our exper-
iments, we have chosen the Frama-C tool [7] that is able to
natively performs value analysis checks on variables for C
codes [8].

The property is expressed using the acsl language [4]
which annotations are included in C comments. Let us
consider the example of Listing 7 and the three following
properties:

1. The pin code should be in [0, 9999] before the if ;

2. Variable x should be in [0, 1] before computing result;

3. At the end of banking(), the result should be in [0, 100].

Note that properties are requirements that are to be speci-
fied by the developer or the security advisor of the software.
The obtained code using the acsl annotation is given in
Listing 8. The verification process of such a code gives differ-
ent results for each property. The partial output of Frama-C
is given in Listing 9.

Frama-C first recognizes global variables, number1 and
number2 in the example, and assigns them an unknown
value interval. Then, the analysis is performed and Frama-C
reaches the different assert statements. First, Property 1 is
checked at line 24. This property cannot be verified as it de-
pends on scanp1 whose code has not been given to Frama-C.

1scanp is a kind of scanf for the smart card as it reads the
pin code as input on the terminal.



[value] ====== INITIAL STATE COMPUTED ======
[value] Values of globals at initialization

number1 ∈ [−−..−−]
number2 ∈ [−−..−−]

[kernel] No code for function scanp, default assigns generated
banking−input2.c:24:[value] Assertion got status unknown.
banking−input2.c:13:[value] Assertion got status valid.
banking−input2.c:29:[value] Assertion got status unknown.
[value] ====== VALUES COMPUTED ======
[value] Values for function work:

result ∈ [−−..−−]
x {0; 1; }

[value] Values for function banking:
res ∈ [−−..−−] or UNINITIALIZED
pin input ∈ [0..9999]

Listing 9: Output results from the Frama-C tool

Second, the property at Line 13 is checked. This property
is easily verified by Frama-C: the output indicates that the
status of this property is valid. Third, Property 3 at Line 29
is checked and got an invalid status. This is due to the un-
known result returned by the function work(). Note that
at the end of the value analysis, Frama-C outputs that the
pin input variable is in [0, 9999]. This is because each acsl
assert annotation is first verified and, even for a unknown
status, is supposed to be true for the next steps of the veri-
fication process. Thus, the important output of Listing 9 is
the assertion validation part that gives the actual status of
the assertions.

4.3 Limitations
As shown in the Listing 9 representing the output verifica-

tion of the code example of Listing 8, some properties have
not been verified by Frama-C. This is due to two reasons.

First, the analyzed code is partial as the code of some
functions like the scanp function is not given to the analy-
sis tool. Even if the source code of the scanp function was
given to the analyzer, it could not determine any valuable
information as the function gets the input numbers from the
terminal. Moreover, for large smart card applications it is
a fastidious work to give the whole source code to the an-
alyzer. The source code includes non-ansi C calls, pieces
of assembly codes that disturb the analyzer. Patching the
source code to get it usable for the analysis tool is an im-
possible work.

Second, Frama-C can be confused by complex C code, for
example if C pointers are involved in the analysis. This
second issue is not solved in this paper, as it deals with the
limitations of semantical analyzers.

Nevertheless, a proposal is given in the next section to
deal with the analysis of partial source code for two particu-
lar problems: the global variables that may be unknown or
changed by external function calls; the call to an unknown
function that defines a local variable. scanp is a typical ex-
ample of such a function.

4.4 Instrumentation for source code analysis
In this section, a technical solution is proposed to help

the analysis tool to deal with global variables and external
function calls that may disturb the analysis. The solution is
based on code instrumentation in order to observe unknown
global variables and results returned by the functions during
one execution of the code. The collected information will
then be reused in order to help the analysis.

/∗ AUDIT BEGIN ∗/
char ∗ buf 1 = ( char ∗ ) malloc (20 ∗ sizeof ( char ) ) ;
sprintf ( buf 1 , ”%i” , number1 ) ;
char temp2 1 [ 400 ] = ”@10 : number1 = ” ;
strcat ( temp2 1 , buf 1 ) ;
fprintf ( dump , ”%s\n” , temp2 1 ) ;
/∗ AUDIT END ∗/
if (number1 > 10)

Listing 10: Patch for global variable auditing

A Java software has been developed to analyze a C file and
to determine which instructions should be audited. Then,
the program patches the original code in order to add code
snippets in charge of producing a dump of the audited values
in a log file during the execution. In a third step, the dumped
values are collected and transformed into acsl assertions
that are then injected as new assumptions for Frama-C.

4.4.1 Patched code
The Java program parses the lines of a C file and searches

for all the declared global variables, since a global variable
may have an impact on the sensitive variables that are con-
sidered. For example in Listing 8, the value of number1
variable impacts the conditional and may trigger the x++
instruction. Then, for each found global variable, the Java
program searches for any line that uses this variable for a
read operation (a formal presentation of read and write op-
erations is given later in Section 5.2). Before each line that
performs such a read on the global variable, a patch is added
to dump the value of this variable in a log file. An example
of the patch on variable number1 is given in Listing 10.

A similar process is applied for functions that Frama-C
cannot analyze. For example, for the function scanp, the
Java program will get the name of the variable that receives
the assignment from scanp. Then, a patch is added just after
the scanp call to dump the value of the impacted variable.
After an execution, the resulting dump file could be:

@22 : pin input = 1234
@10 : number1 = 10
@14 : number1 = 10
@14 : number2 = 0

4.4.2 Injecting the new information
The collected information during the execution is read in

the log file and new acsl annotations are inserted at line
numbers provided by the log file, as shown in Listing 11.
For global variables, an assert annotation is added before
the use of the variable. For unknown functions like scanp,
an assert annotation is added just after the function call for
the variable that has been assigned. Note that in case of
multiple executions that collect different values, the annota-
tion can reflect it: /∗@ assert number1 == 10 || number1
== 11; ∗/

4.4.3 Verification with the new information
Frama-C is called to re-check the new code with the added

informations. The output is shown in Listing 12. The assert
annotations that correspond to the injected new informa-
tion may have an unknown or valid status (lines 23, 10,
14) but then become new hypothesis for the semantic ana-
lyzer. Thus, valid status is obtained for all security proper-
ties (lines 24, 13, 29).



1#include <stdio.h>
2typedef unsigned int word;
3word number1; /∗ 2 global variables initialized elsewhere ∗/
4word number2;
5extern word scanp(); /∗ PIN code input prompt ∗/
6
7word work() { /∗ Work when authenticated ∗/
8word result;
9word x = 0;
10/∗@ assert number1 == 10; ∗/ /∗ AUDIT INSERT ∗/
10if (number1 > 10)
11x++;
12/∗ Check property 2 ∗/
13/∗@ assert 0 <= x <= 1; ∗/
14/∗@ assert number1 == 10; ∗/ /∗ AUDIT INSERT ∗/
14/∗@ assert number2 == 0; ∗/ /∗ AUDIT INSERT ∗/
14result = number1 + number2 + x;
15return result;
16}
17
18void banking() { /∗ Main code for the banking software ∗/
19word res;
20word pin input;
21
22pin input = scanp();
23/∗@ assert pin input == 1234; ∗/ /∗ AUDIT INSERT ∗/
23/∗ Check property 1 ∗/
24/∗@ assert 0 <= pin input <= 9999; ∗/
25if (pin input == 1234) {
26res = work();
27}
28/∗ Check property 3 ∗/
29/∗@ assert 0 <= res <= 100; ∗/
30}

Listing 11: ACSL injected instrumentation results

4.4.4 Verification including an attack
Let us consider a physical attack against the sensitive vari-

able x just before the line 14 that computes the result of the
function. The injected attack could be: x = 255. The ob-
tained output from Frama-C clearly states that the status
of the third property is invalid, as shown in Listing 13.

5. VERIFICATION REDUCTION
In this section, an attack is a C code that simulates the

attack. The difficulty is that this may produce as many in-
jected codes as the number of possible attacks, even worse if
considering the different attack durations. Nevertheless, the
model of attack proposed in Section 3 represents an attack
as a block of C code that is activated for a given duration us-
ing boolean variables: injecting such a code at a given line in
a loop covers all the possible temporal ranges of attacks. So,

banking−input3.c:23:[value] Assertion got status unknown.
banking−input3.c:24:[value] Assertion got status valid.
banking−input3.c:10:[value] Assertion got status unknown.
banking−input3.c:13:[value] Assertion got status valid.
banking−input3.c:14:[value] Assertion got status valid.
banking−input3.c:14:[value] Assertion got status unknown.
banking−input3.c:29:[value] Assertion got status valid.
[value] ====== VALUES COMPUTED ======
[value] Values for function work:

result ∈ {10; }
x ∈ {0; }

[value] Values for function banking:
res ∈ {10; }
pin input ∈ {1234; }

Listing 12: Frama-C analysis with new information

banking−input3.c:23:[value] Assertion got status unknown.
banking−input3.c:24:[value] Assertion got status valid.
banking−input3.c:10:[value] Assertion got status unknown.
banking−input3.c:13:[value] Assertion got status valid.
banking−input3.c:14:[value] Assertion got status valid.
banking−input3.c:14:[value] Assertion got status unknown.
banking−input3.c:29:[value] Assertion got status invalid (stopping

propagation)..
banking−input3.c:43:[kernel] warning: non termination detected in function

banking
[value] ====== VALUES COMPUTED ======
[value] Values for function work:

result ∈ {265; }
x ∈ {255; }

[value] Values for function banking:
NON TERMINATING FUNCTION

Listing 13: Frama-C analysis with a simulated attack

the number of possible places for attacking is proportional
to the size of the program.

However, injecting one simulated attack produces a lot
of source codes to be verified. Even worse, the verification
process described in Section 4.2 induces many sensitive vari-
ables to attack in order to simulate all the possible conse-
quences. In this section, we show that the number of codes
to check can be reduced. Two attacked codes can be consid-
ered equivalent when the effect of both injections gives the
same consequences in the executed code. For example, using
the function work() of Listing 8, the injection of an attack
against number2 has the same effect from line 8 to line 14.
On the contrary, the injection of an attack against number1
impacts the condition at line 10. Thus, in this example two
classes of equivalence for the attack of number1 should be
considered: the attacked codes where the attack occurs be-
fore line 10 and the attacked codes where the attack occurs
after line 10.

In the following, using notions of equivalent codes and of
coverage of an equivalence class by another, the minimum
set of attacked codes is computed. This set is then pro-
vided to the verification step and the output guarantees the
coverage of all the possible attacks. The definitions and al-
gorithms given in this section rely on the determination of
all read and write operations on a sensitive variable in the
considered application. This corresponds to the use-def data
flow and related dependencies analysis needed by compilers
to perform some code optimizations [11].

5.1 Considered attack
In the rest of the paper we assume only one sensitive vari-

able and consider only memory attacks modifying x. Ba-
sically, such an attack code α is x = value;. Note that to
cover all temporal cases, α is enclosed in a C-block guarded
with boolean variables as explained in Section 3.

Definition 2. Attack(code, α, i, x) denoted codeα,i is a
copy of the original code where the attack instruction α tar-
geting x is injected between line i− 1 and i.

We consider that a source code of size n contains as many
C instructions as number of lines, that is n. So, the source
code resulting from the injection of an attack using the func-
tion Attack has n + 1 lines. This changes the source code
line numbering which may confuse the explanations in next
sections. So, we consider that the injected attack is inserted
at line i− 1

2
and does not impact the source code numbering.



Sensitive variable: x Local Global
y = f(x); read rw
x = f(y); write rw
proc(&x); rw rw
proc(y); ∅ rw

Table 1: Type rules for function calls

5.2 Code and types
Considering a code and a variable x, we define the type

read or write of a source code line regarding what is per-
formed on x. In some cases, a C line can perform both
operations, like x++ that will be typed as rw.

Definition 3. Let Type(code, x, i) be defined as follows:
the line i of the code is typed by read or write or rw or ∅
for a variable x. The read (resp. write) type means that
the considered code line reads (resp. write) the x variable.
The ∅ type means that no operation is performed on x.

In the sequel, we restrict the analysis of the code to the
lines that define a function f , noted codef . The analysis is
local to a block function and the goal is to determine the
next use or definition of a variable, after an attack has been
performed. As we do not want or may not be able to analyze
the whole source code, the analysis focuses on a single block
function, and does not enter function calls.

However, we need to type any function call with a sensitive
variable as parameter. Table 1 gives the typing rules for such
function calls. An interprocedural analysis could refine the
types of function calls. For example, depending on the body
of f , the call to proc(&x) could be type as read or write, or
possibly ∅. Table 1 is only a safe over-approximation of the
type for function calls that is useful for the case where the
code is not available or difficult to analyze.

Definition 4. Let TypeAfter(codef , x, i) be the next
found typed line using x, defined recursively as follows:

TypeAfter(codef , x, last) = ∅
TypeAfter(codef , x, i) =∣∣∣∣ Type(codef , x, i) if Type(codef , x, i) 6= ∅
TypeAfter(codef , x, i+ 1) otherwise

where last is the last line of the block function codef .

TypeAfter(codef , x, i) returns no type if the function does
not use x after line i, including. If a line of the block code
of the function uses x after line i (or can possibly affect x in
one of the cases of Table 1), TypeAfter(codef , x, i) returns
the type of the next use of x.

Definition 5. Let LineTypeAfter(codef , x, i) be the
number of the line that defines TypeAfter(codef , x, i).

This function will be useful to find the line that is just
before the next use of variable x, or the last line of the
block function if x is not used after line i. A code example
is given in Listing 14 that illustrates the both previously
defined functions.

5.3 Equivalence classes
In this section, we define the notion of equivalence classes.

We focus on a source code with sequential control flow, i.e.
the considered source code does not contain any loop nor

1word f() { // TypeAfter(x,1)=w
2word result; // Type(x,2)=∅
3word y = 0;
4word x = 0; // Type(x,4)=w
5result = 0; // TypeAfter(x,5)=rw
6x = x + 1;
7result = result + y; // TypeAfter(x,7)=r
8y−−;
9send(x);
10y−−; // LineTypeAfter(x,10)=12
11result = 2 ∗ y;
12result = result + x;
13y = 0; // TypeAfter(x,13)=∅
14return result ; // LineTypeAfter(x,14)=15
15}

Listing 14: Code example illustrating type functions

conditional: the code can be seen as a linear sequence of C
instructions as assignments, function calls and variable ma-
nipulations. For such a code, we show that the equivalence
classes correspond to the minimal number of code to verify
to ensure a security property. The general case for a code
with conditionals and loops is studied in Section 5.4.

Definition 6. Attack(codef , α, i, x) ≡
Attack(codef , β, j, x) iff the values of x are equal between the
code Attack(codef , α, i, x) and the code Attack(codef , β, j, x)
for each read of x during the execution.

Note that this equivalence relation can be extended to the
initial code. In this case, the equivalence class corresponds
to all the attacked codes for which the attack is useless.

Lemma 1. If TypeAfter(codef , x, i) ∈ {write, ∅} then
Attack(codef , α, i, x) ≡ codef .

Proof. In the first case, TypeAfter(codef , x, i) = write.
The next operation on x after line i is of type write, say
line j. Thus, it does not exist any read operation between
lines i and j. Any attack that modifies x in this interval
is useless because x is overwritten at line j. In the second
case, TypeAfter(codef , x, i) = ∅means that there is no read
nor write operation in the remaining operations. Thus the
attack has no effect.

For example, using Listing 14, Lemma 1 implies that in-
jecting an attack against x at line 1 (before the execution
of the first instruction of the function) or at line 5 has no
effect on the code: these attacked codes are equivalent to
the original code.

Lemma 2. If TypeAfter(codef , x, i) ∈ {read, rw} then,
Attack(codef , α, i, x) ≡
Attack(codef , α, LineTypeAfter(codef , x, i), x).

Proof. After line i, the next operation concerning x is
of type read, at line j = LineTypeAfter(codef , x, i). Any
attack that modifies x in the interval [i, j] has the same
consequence on x at line j but has no consequence between
lines i and j−1. Thus, all these attacked codes are equivalent
to the code where the attack is performed at line j.

For example, using Listing 14, Lemma 2 implies that in-
jecting an attack against x at line 7 is equivalent to injecting
the attack at line 9. These two lemmas highlight the impor-
tant attacks that have consequences and those that have
not. The main idea is to only study the attacks that have
consequences and to reduce them to the minimum.



Theorem 1. If there are n read and read-write opera-
tions on x in codef then the minimal number of equiva-
lence classes is n+ 1: codef ∪ {Attack(codef , α, i, x), ∀i s.t.
Type(code, i, x) ∈ {read, rw}}

Indeed, there are n + 1 codes to be verified that are the
initial codef plus the attacked codes where an attack has
been injected at the read or read-write operation places.

To divide into equivalent classes a code function that con-
tains loops and tests, the next section has to reconsider the
TypeAfter and LineTypeAfter functions that have to take
into account the fact that each line may not be executed
only once and in the order of the line numbering.

5.4 Conditionals and loops
In the previous section, we have considered only source

codes without loops and without conditionals. We could re-
define functions TypeAfter and LineTypeAfter to divide a
code function with loops and conditionals into regions where
attacks are equivalent. However, this would give a large
number of equivalence classes and the effects of attacks of
some classes are included into the effects of attacks from an-
other class from the point of view of the verification goal.
As we aim at reducing the number of injected codes to be
verified, we propose to use the notion of attack coverage,
defined in this section and illustrated below:

1...
2if (cond){
3attack1 ∈ attack2
4but attack1 6∈ attack2
5z = x; so attack1 6≡ attack2
6← attack1
7} equivalent regions : {{1,2},{3,4,5},{6,7},{8,9}}
8← attack2
9y = x; attack2 covers attacks of regions {6,7},{8,9}

Definition 7. Attack(codef , α, i, x) ∈
Attack(codef , β, j, x) iff the effects of Attack(codef , α, i, x)
on x values are included in effects of Attack(codef , α, j, x)
on x values. In the remainder, for two such attacks, we
say equivalently that Attack(codef , α, i, x) is covered by or
included in Attack(codef , β, j, x).

In the following, we generalize the TypeAfter function for
generic parts of code. We also redefine the LineTypeAfter
function in order to deal with the coverage notion in case
of more generic portions of code. LineTypeAfter(code, i, x)
returns a line number such that:

Attack(codef , α, i, x) ∈ Attack(codef , β, LTA(code, i, x), x)

Both functions are extended to any C blocks i.e. between
balanced braces. We assume that the numbering of the lines
is global to the whole source code and that first and last
are two functions on a C block that respectively provide the
line numbers of the first and last line of the considered block.

5.4.1 Conditionals
This section deals with the conditional instructions, name-

ly the general if-then-else structure. A conditional can be
decomposed in three distinct parts: the condition cond, the
then-block and the else-block. This latter block might
be empty. Let block−then(block, i) be the function that
returns the “then” block if an if instruction is located at
line number i or if i belongs to this “then” block. Otherwise,
NULL is returned. Let block−else and block−if be defined

in the same way. Let cond be the function that return the
condition of a conditional block if-block.

1Type TypeAfter(block, x, i) {
2if (i== last(block))
3return ∅;
4if (Type(block, x, i) != ∅)
5return Type(block, x, i);
6Block bif = block−if(block, i);
7if (bif != NULL) { /∗ i ∈ bif ∗/
8Block bthen = block−then(block, i);
9Type TypeThen = TypeAfter(bthen, x, first(bthen));
10Block belse = block−else(block, i);
11Type TypeElse = TypeAfter(belse, x, first(belse));
12if (i == line(cond(bif)){ /∗ line of the condition of bif ∗/
13if (Type(block,x,line(cond(bif))) != ∅)
14return Type(block,x,line(cond(bif)));
15if (TypeThen == ∅ && TypeElse == ∅)
16return TypeAfter(block, x, last(belse)+1);
17return TypeThen ∪ TypeElse;
18}
19else if (i < last(bthen)
20if (TypeThen == ∅)
21return TypeAfter(block, x, last(belse)+1);
22else return TypeThen
23else if (TypeElse == ∅)
24return TypeAfter(block, x, last(belse)+1);
25else return TypeElse;
26
27return TypeAfter(block, x, i+1);
28}

Listing 15: TA function for conditionals

With this new definition2, Lemma 1 remains valid.

Proof. If TypeAfter returns ∅ it means that code anal-
ysis has crossed the if blocks without finding any read or
write operation. If the TypeAfter function returns write, it
means that a write operation has been found in or after one
of the if blocks. If the write operation has been found after
the if blocks, then the operation will cancel any variable
modification attack. If the write operation has been found
in, for example, the then-block, an attack could be canceled
by the write operation or propagated by the else-block. In
this last case, this attack will be considered in the equiva-
lence class of the attacks injected after the if block.

Two read operations can occur in both then-block and
else-block. To cover all attacks impacting these reads, in-
stead of injecting one attack at both corresponding lines, we
can inject the attacks before the if block when no operation
on x are performed between the condition of the if and both
these reads. In other cases, the place to inject an attack is
the line where the read is performed.

Definition 8. Let LineTypeAfter(code, x, i), equivalent-
ly denoted LTA(x, i) in the rest for sake of space and read-
ability, defined as Listing 16 for lines i such that
TypeAfter(code, x, i) ∈ {read, rw}.

An if code example with the values of TypeAfter (TA) and
LineTypeAfter (LTA) is given in Table 2. This example
shows a factorization for the first read on x in both branches
of the conditional. For the other cases, the value of LTA is
the number of the line where a read is performed.

5.4.2 Loops
The following listings illustrate the two cases to distin-

guish when code contains a loop and show the lines where

2Note that if there is no else-block then last ( belse ) return
the value of last (bthen).



1if (there is one line L determining this type)
2if (L and i ∈ a same else−block or then−bloc of a conditional

bif and TypeAfter(bif,first(bif),x)∈{read, rw} and there are
two lines defining TypeAfter(bif,first(bif),x), L included)

3LTA(x,i) = first(bif)
4else
5LTA(x,i) = L
6if (there is two lines L and L’ determining this type)
7if (Type(block,x,L)∈{read,rw} && Type(block,x,L’)∈{read,rw})
8LTA(x,i) = first(cond(block−if(block,L))
9else if (Type(block,x,L) ∈ {read,rw})
10LTA(x,i) = L
11else
12LTA(x,i) = L’

Listing 16: Definition of LineTypeAfter

L Code TA(x) LTA(x)TA(y)LTA(y)TA(z) LTA(z)
1 word f() r 3 r 3 rw 6
2 { r 3 r 3 rw 6
3 if (y == 0) { r 3 r 3 rw 6
4 y = 48; r 3 w × rw 6
5 y = x; r 3 w × rw 6
6 z = x + z; r 6 ∅ × rw 6
7 } else { r 3 w × ∅ ∅
8 y = x + 1; r 3 w × ∅ ∅
9 } ∅ × ∅ × ∅ ∅
10 } ∅ × ∅ × ∅ ∅

Table 2: Example of LTA values with a conditional

attacks must be injected to cover all the possible attacks for
both cases. Only while loops are considered as others can
be rewritten using a while.

← Attack point
while ( ... x ... )
{

...
← Attack point
}

while ( .... ) {
...

← Attack point
... x ...
...

}

To include loops in the previous definition of TypeAfter
the line 27 of Listing 15 must be patched with Listing 17.

1Block bwhile = block while(block, i);
2if (bwhile != NULL) // i is in a loop
3// does x occur until the end of the loop ?
4Type TypeEndLoop = TypeAfter(bwhile, x, i);
5if (TypeEndLoop != 0)
6return TypeEndLoop;
7// does x occur in the condition of the loop ?
8Type TypeCondLoop = Type(bwhile, x, line(cond(bwhile)));
9if (TypeCondLoop != 0)
10return TypeCondLoop;
11// does x occur from the beginning of/after the loop ?
12Type TypeBeginLoop = TypeAfter(bwhile, x, first(bwhile)+1);
13Type TypeAfterLoop = TypeAfter(block, x, last(bwhile)+1);
14return TypeBeginLoop ∪ TypeAfterLoop;
15else
16return TypeAfter(block,x,i+1);

Listing 17: Added code for the definition of TA

With this modified definition, Lemma 1 remains valid.

Proof. Since the condition is evaluated after each inter-
nal parts of a while block, any attack at line i inside such a
while may impact two distinct parts of the code: first, the
part right after i, then the part from the while condition to
i. If the TA function returns ∅, any attack has no impact on
the rest of the code. If the TA function returns write, an
injected attack is canceled by a write operation in the first
part of the loop or after the while.

Finally, the definition of LineTypeAfter becomes:

1if (there is one line L determining this type)
2if (L and i ∈ a same else−block or then−bloc of a conditional

bif and TypeAfter(bif,first(bif),x)∈{read, rw} and there are
two lines defining TypeAfter(bif,first(bif),x), L included)

3LTA(x,i) = first(bif)
4else if (i∈bwhile and L∈bwhile)
5if (i == first(bwhile) && i==L)
6LTA(x,i) = {L, last(bwhile)}
7else if (L == first(bwhile))
8LTA(x,i) = last(bwhile);
9else LTA(x,i) = L
10else LTA(x,i) = L
11if (there is two lines L and L’ determining this type)
12if (Type(block,x,L) and Type(block,x,L’)∈{read,rw})
13if (block−if(block,L) != NULL && block−if(block,L) ==

block−if(block,L’))
14LTA(x,i) = first(cond(block−if(block,L))
15else
16LTA(x,i) = {L,L’}
17else if (Type(block,x,L)∈{read,rw})
18LTA(x,i) = L
19else
20LTA(x,i) = L’

Listing 18: Final definition of LineTypeAfter

5.5 Attacks coverage
The previous two sections have defined TypeAfter and

LineTypeAfter to divide a code function into areas where
attacks are covered by an attack injected at places defined
by the LTA function. Then, to simulate all the possible
attacks it is then only needed to consider the codes where
an attack is injected at the place defined by LTA.

Theorem 2. The reduced set of attacked codes that cov-
ers all the possible attacks against variable x is the initial
codef plus the attacked codes where an attack is injected at
the place defined by the LTA function:

codef ∪
⋃

j∈|program|

Attack(codef , α, LTA(codef , x, j), x)

Let n be the number of sensitive-read of variable x in the
code. Among those n sensitive-reads, the wl sensitive-reads
which are included in the condition of a while loop require
to generate 2wl injected codes. Also, the ite full if-then-
else blocks that have a sensitive-read as first operation on x
in both branches and no operation on x in the if-condition
represent 2ite sensitive-reads but require only ite places to
inject attacks. Using these notations, the number of injected
codes to be generated and to be given to the verification tool
in addition to the initial code is equal to: (n− 2ite−wl) +
2wl + ite i.e. n− ite+ wl.

5.6 Experiments
The reduction proposed in Section 5 have been imple-

mented in a Java prototype. This prototype takes a C file
and detects automatically all variables. Then, it detects
all the read operations on these variables and computes the
lines pointed by LTA that will receive the attacks. Then for
each attacked line, the software generates a new code. For
the code example of Listing 7 and the considered variables
x, pin input and res, it will create:

/home/jf/smart card/pin input/attack line 21.c
/home/jf/smart card/x/attack line 11.c
/home/jf/smart card/x/attack line 12.c
... (and so on for number1, number2...)



In the next paragraphs, we show the effect of the reduction
on the example of Listing 7. There are 3 sensitive variables
to consider: pin input, x and res. Without the reduction
provided by Theorem 2, the number of codes to generate (the
attack space) is roughly the number of sensitive variables
multplied by the number of lines of the considered function,
that is 6 (x can be attacked inside work() on 6 lines) + 2 ∗ 5
(res and pin input in banking()) = 16 codes.

5.6.1 Reduction for pin_input
If we apply the reduction for variable pin input, the line 21

is tagged as read by the TA function. So, for the injec-
tion of attack, only the line 21 is concerned because TA(i ∈
[16..20]) = write, TA(i ≥ 22) = ∅, TA(i ∈ [7..15]) = ∅).
Thus, applying the reduction for pin input introduces only
1 attack at line 21.

5.6.2 Reduction for x
If we apply the reduction for variable x, the lines 10 and

11 are tagged as rw by the TA function and the line 12 is
tagged as read. For the injection of attacks, two lines are
concerned because ∀i ∈ [10..11], LTA(i) = 11 and for i = 12,
LTA(i) = 12 (similarly as for pin input the other lines have
the type ∅ or write). Thus, applying the reduction for x
introduces two attacks at lines 11 and 12.

5.6.3 Reduction for res
In this example, res is never read and no attack can have

an effect on res. This is clearly a pedagogical example be-
cause res is not used. In practice it would be tested, re-
turned or be a parameter of a function call. In these cases,
res would be read implying a possible attack.

5.6.4 Reduction result
As a conclusion, applying the methodology for pin input,

x and res reduces the number of attacks to 3: one attack
against pin input at line 21; two attacks against x at lines 11
and 12; no possible attack against res.

6. CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES
In this paper, we have proposed a methodology to verify

interval properties on smart card codes based on a source-
level model for attacks and on the enumeration of a reduced
but safe number of injected codes to cover all possible at-
tacks for such properties.

This work is a first step to a global verification solution
for smart card codes. The whole set of security property
types needs to be investigated and modeled. Each type of
a security property may be threatened by one type of the
presented attacks.

The automation of the attack injections has to be devel-
oped to additionally cover code attacks. The difficult chal-
lenge is then to develop verification methodologies in order
to check any security property type under the influence of
one of the simulated attacks.

Another key point is to be able to analyze real smart card
codes. Again this paper is a first step towards a global so-
lution of instrumentation in order to help in the verification
process. Issues related to pointers and arrays still remain
to be solved as the static analyzer may not be able to infer
enough precise information for sensitive variables and their
dependencies.
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